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Abstract— Road junctions are important components of a road
network. However, they are usually not explicitly modeled in
existing road extraction approaches. In this research, we model
road junctions in detail as area objects and propose a
methodology for their automatic extraction through the use of
existing geospatial data. Prior knowledge derived from the
geospatial data is used to facilitate the extraction. We define a
circular region around the junction center to assure accurate
and reliable results. The approach is tested using black and
white images of 0.4 m ground resolution taken from open rural
areas. Extraction results are represented in order to illustrate
different steps of the method and to prove its feasibility.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The need for accurate geospatial databases and their
automatic updating is increasing rapidly. Geospatial
databases contain various man-made objects among which
roads are of special importance as they are used in a variety
of applications such as car navigation, transport and fire
services. As their extraction from images is costly and timeconsuming, automation tools as one of the possible solutions
needs to be employed. However, data acquisition is difficult
to automate. The problem for automatic data extraction lies
mostly in the complex content of aerial images. To ease the
automation of an image interpretation task, a priori
information can be used [3], [4], [6], [7]. This often includes
data from an external geospatial database. Road junctions are
important components of a road network and if modeled
accurately can improve the quality of road network
extraction [4]. However, there are only few approaches
which are dedicated to this task. Junctions are mainly
extracted in the context of automatic road extraction. Most of
the existing approaches initially concentrate on road
extraction to create the road network. Subsequently the
extraction of road junctions is realized by perceptual
grouping of road hypotheses. In such approaches, junctions
are regarded as a point object [9], [13], [14]. In contrast, in
[5] and [10] junctions are treated as planar objects. In [5] a
differential ridge detector in combination with a region
growing operator is used to detect junctions and in [10] a
snake model is used to delineate junctions. There are also
some methods which exclusively deal with junctions. [2]
presents a road junction operator developed for highresolution black-and-white images. The operator uses a feed-
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forward neural network applied to a running window to
decide whether it contains a road junction. The drawback of
the system is the high level of false alarms. [12] uses a
method to improve the quality of the junction extraction
which resulted from the approach presented in [9]. In [12],
several internal and external evaluation measures are used
for the combination of connected roads. The solution with
the largest evaluation score is regarded as the solution for the
junction.
In [3], [4] a knowledge based system for the extraction of
road junctions is presented. Junctions are classified into four
classes and each class is modeled separately. The
information derived from an external database is used to
generate hypotheses for the junction shape and for main and
secondary roads. A drawback of this approach is that image
information is not exploited for the formation of main and
secondary roads. In [11] junctions are recognized by using
several rules and a supervised learning method. They are
classified into several types and each type is treated
individually. Rules address several attributes of the
junctions. The range of values for the attributes comes from
a large set of data. Since the result of the approach is not
available in publications, its performance cannot be assessed.
Road junctions in road network extraction systems have
mainly been modeled as point objects at which three or more
road segments meet [9], [13], [14]. The junction position in
such systems is computed by simple extension of
neighboring road segments. This kind of modeling does not
always reflect the required degree of detail. In Fig.1, vector
data is superimposed on a sample image to describe the
problem. In the given image resolution, the junction centre
covers an area, so it should be considered as an area object.
Thus, a detailed modeling of junctions is needed for data
acquisition purposes in large scales. In this paper, junctions
are modeled in detail as area objects. The approach uses an
existing geospatial database and leads to the extraction of
refined road junction data. In section 2, a short overview of
the proposed strategy is given. In section 3 junctions are
classified and modeled. Various steps of the proposed
strategy are described in section 4. Some results of the road
junction extraction are shown and discussed in section 5. In
section 6, an outlook for future research is given.
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In the first part, the geospatial database is analyzed
resulting in a rough idea of the junction appearance in the
image. In the second part, road arms are extracted within a
limited area around the initial junction position with a size of
2
70*70 m (175*175 pixels). A road arm is the longest
straight road segment connected to the junction center. In the
third part, the road junction is reconstructed. In this part, the
distance of each road arm to the junction center is
normalized and subsequently the area located between road
arms is extracted.
III.
Figure 1. Superimposition of vector data on a high resolution aerial
image.

II.

OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

We use black and white orthoimages digitized with a
pixel size of about 48 µm and 8 bit per pixel. The ground
resolution of image samples is approximately 0.4 m. The
images show a rural area around Frankfurt am Main in
Germany. Besides the image, the German ATKIS
(Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Information
System) with a content approximately equivalent to that of
1:25000 scale topographic maps is entered into the system as
a part of the input data. In ATKIS, the planimetric accuracy
for a road object is defined as ± 3m.
Three main parts of our approach are introduced (Fig. 2):
•

Pre-analysis of geospatial database

•

Extraction of road arms

•

Road junction reconstruction
INPUT DATA
Geospatial
database

A. Road junction classification
For traffic safety, different kinds of junctions have been
designed. Different types of junctions have different
properties and construction specifications. In our work,
junctions have been classified with an emphasis on the most
common features among them. We classified junctions into
three main classes: simple, complex and motorway. Simple
junctions contain three or more road arms without islands in
the center. In contrast, complex junctions do contain islands
in the center. A road model for simple junctions complies
with the classic road model in which roads are defined as
quadrilateral objects with parallel edges and a constant
width. In complex and in motorway junctions, roads do not
necessarily follow this classic model because there might be,
for instance, roads with a changing width. The main
difference between motorway junctions and others is that
crossing roads are not at the same height. In other words,
simple and complex junctions are defined in two
dimensional space but motorway junctions are defined in
three dimensional space. In this paper, simple junctions are
modeled.

PROPOSED APPROACH

RESULT

Pre-analysis of
geospatial database

Borders of the
junction area

Road junction
hypothesis
Aerial image
Extraction of
road arms

Road arms

Road junction
reconstruction

Figure 2. Proposed approach organization
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MODEL
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B. Road junction model
The conceptual model of simple road junctions is
represented and described in Fig. 3. According to the model,
a junction area is composed of two parts: the junction itself
and the road arms. The junction, where road arms are
connected, is composed of the junction border at its central
area.
A road arm is defined in terms of geometry and
radiometry as following:
•

Geometry: A road arm is a rectilinear object which is
represented as a ribbon with a constant width and
two parallel road edges.

•

Radiometry: A road arm is considered to be a
homogeneous region with high contrast to its
surroundings. The absolute brightness depends on
the surface material.

Disturbances such as occlusions and shadows are not
explicitly included into the model at this stage.
Road junction area

Connected to

Road arms

Part of

Road junction

Junction border

Central area

Figure 3. Road junction model

IV.

EXTRACTION STRATEGY

The strategy guides the system where and how to extract
objects in image space and how to interpret extracted
elements [7] (Fig. 2). In this work, we make use of prior
knowledge derived from a geospatial database to extract only
those parts of the object which are consistent with the
corresponding content of geospatial database. As mentioned
above our strategy consists of three steps.
A. Pre-analysis of geospatial database
The geospatial database we use contains explicit
geometric and implicit topologic information about road
junctions. Topologic information determines the number of
roads connected to the junction centre and geometric
information provides us with the approximate location of the
junction and the width of the connected roads. A road
junction in the geospatial database is composed of a centre
point at which a few lines or polylines meet. Using vector
coordinates of lines, we compute road directions. In the road
extraction step, geometric and topologic information are used
to construct road segments. In the reconstruction step, only
geometric information is used.
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B. Extraction of road arms
Roads can be bent in different ways, for instance, in a
simple curved form, serpentine curve or in a state with
changing width. However, in the area close to the junction
centre they are mainly straight because of traffic safety
regulations. This fact leads us to extract long and straight
road segments near the junction centre. They are called road
arms (Fig. 4). To illustrate various steps and show the result
of each one, we used some image samples. In order to apply
the geometric part of the road model, edges are extracted
from the image using the Deriche edge detector.
Subsequently, a thinning operation is applied, yielding one
pixel wide edges. The edges are approximated by polygons
to facilitate further processing. We call the result of this step
edge segments. Edge segment parameters like image
coordinates of endpoints, length and direction are computed.
These parameters are used later for the road segment
construction. We then group edge segments based on the
direction of connected roads from the geospatial database.
The number of groups corresponds to the number of
connected roads (Fig. 5-a). Since road directions derived
from the geospatial database are regarded as reference
directions, each group should contain parallel edge segments
having a direction similar to their reference direction. It is
noted that the direction difference between edge segments in
each group must be below a predefined threshold, 15
degrees. Next, as a part of the geometric road model, width
and the width constancy between two edge segment
candidates are checked. A prerequisite for this step is that
two candidates must overlap and must have opposite
directions (anti-parallelism condition). The result of applying
the geometric road model is shown in Fig. 5-b. Next,
radiometric properties of the resulting road segments are
investigated. According to the radiometric road model, the
area between two road edges should be bright and
homogeneous. This means the mean gray value within each
area must fall into a predefined range and its variance must
be smaller than a predefined threshold. The result of this step
is depicted in Fig. 5-c. Resulting road segments are verified
by extracting road centerlines from an image of reduced
resolution [8].
Although we have so far extracted groups of road
segments, what is needed is one road arm per group. To
achieve this purpose, road segments within each group are
linked (Fig.6-a). Next, the orientation of each resulting road
arm is investigated with the aim to decide which end point
faces the junction. This information could be taken from the
geospatial data base, but in order to be more independent of
the geometric accuracy of the database, we compute the
distance between the endpoints of pairs of road arms, and
subsequently select the endpoints sharing the shortest
distance (Fig.6-b).
C. Road junction reconstruction
Here the input data consists of the aerial image, the
extracted road arms and the geometric information derived
from the geospatial database (Fig. 7).
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INPUT DATA
Aerial image

Geometric and
topologic junction
parameters

ROAD ARM
EXTRACTION STRATEGY

OUTPUT DATA

Edge extraction , vectorization
and computation of edge
parameters

Road arms

Edge segments a nd
their parameters

Selection of edges and
road segment construction

Road segments

Linking road segments

Figure 4. Road arm extraction

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. (a) illustrates four groups of edge segments in red, blue and black. Red contains two groups since two roads are collinear. (b) shows the result of
applying the geometric road model. (c) shows the result of applying the radiometric road model.

In this part, the junction border is extracted and its
connection to adjacent road arms is established. In the
following, each step is described in detail.
1) Normalization of road arm distances to the junction
centre
This step is necessary for further processing. A circular
region is defined around the centre point of the junction to
normalize the distance of extracted road arms to the junction
centre. The estimation of the center point of the circular
region is made through the intersection of road arm axes. In
addition to the centre point, the radius of the circle has to be
selected. From experience, the radius of the circular region
is taken two times larger than the mean of road widths.
After having determined the circular region, we normalize
the road arms. In other words, road arms are either extended
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toward the junction if they have not been extracted near the
junction centre or shortened if they have been extracted too
close to the junction. In each case, the length of road arms is
altered until they touch the circular region (Fig. 8). When a
road arm is extended, its newly added part is verified by
investigating if its mean gray value falls within a predefined
threshold and its variance is less than a predefined
threshold.
2) Extraction of road junction border
Junction border points are necessary in order to extract
the border. These points are extracted within the circular
region using edge detection. The Sobel operator is employed
for
this
purpose
(Fig.
9-a,
b).
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a)

b)
Figure 6. (a) shows extracted road arms. (b) shows the computed distances to find close end points

INPUT DATA
Aerial image

RECONSTRUCTION STRATEGY
Normalization of road arm
distances to the junction

RESULT
Borders of the
junction area

Normalized road arms
Road arms

Extraction of the road
junction border
Border of road
junction

Geometric junction
parameters
Fusion of road arms
and junction border

Figure 7. Reconstruction of road junction area

Figure 8. shows the circular region defined around the road junction
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Besides the border points some irrelevant points are also
detected. They are caused either by image noise or by
features located beside the junction. To remove these points,
we restrict the area to be processed using two road sides
facing each other. Their close endpoints and their
intersection point define vertices of a triangular search area.
Next, we find edge points that lie within the triangle (Fig.
10-a). Some irrelevant points are still included. To remove
them, quadratic polynomial fitting is used at every edge
point. Subsequently, points with an error higher than a
predefined threshold are excluded (Fig. 10-b). Extraction of
the junction border is completed in two steps. First, cubic
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spline approximation is used to delineate the junction border
between the neighboring road arms. To make this connection
smooth, some points of two selected road sides are included
in the approximation. The complete junction border is shown
in Fig. 11.
V.

RESULTS

The proposed approach was tested on several image
samples to evaluate its performance. Some results are shown

a)

in Fig. 12. Most of them are visually acceptable. However,
sometimes the junction border cannot be accurately
extracted. This is because for some reason at least one road
segment close to the junction centre cannot be extracted.
Therefore, it is reconstructed in the normalization step. The
extension does not always lead to an accurate result
particularly when the connected road has a curved form. As a
result, the triangular search space may miss some of edge
points necessary for the reconstruction of the junction border
(Fig. 13).

b)
Figure 9. (a) shows the road junction in detail. (b) shows detected edges

a)

b)

Figure 10. (a) shows triangular search areas and interior edge points. (b) illustrates the result of polynomial fitting error evaluation. Edge points which are
depicted only by a circle are removed from the list and those which are depicted by a circle and a point inside are kept.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an approach was presented for the
automatic extraction of simple road junctions in open rural
areas through the use of prior knowledge derived from
existing geospatial databases. Results demonstrate that the
idea of using geospatial databases for the extraction of road
junctions is very useful. In the future, we plan more
comprehensive tests to improve the developed method. We
also want to extend the presented approach to manage
complex junctions. Furthermore, we are going to make use
of road markings to describe properties of the junction
center.
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Figure 11. Red lines are the results of the reconstruction of the junction
border linked to road sides in black lines.
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Figure 12. Extracted road junctions

Figure 13. Shows the deviation of the extracted curved part from the junction border near the triangle.
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